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All argument begins with an assumption; that is, with something that you

do not doubt. You can, of course, doubt the assumption at the beginning

of your argument, but in that case you are beginning a di�erent argument

with another assumption at the beginning of it. You can never prove your

�rst statement or it would not be your �rst. All this is the alphabet of

thinking. And it can be taught in a school, like the other alphabet. Not

to start an argument without stating your postulates could be taught in

a common schoolroom with a blackboard. And I think it might be taught

even to the young, before they go out into the streets and are delivered

over entirely to the logic and philosophy of the Daily Mail.

(GK.Chesterton, 1912)
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Resumo da Li�c~ao

O objectivo da li�c~ao �e mostrar que o uso de r�acios �nanceiros obedece a uma fun-

damenta�c~ao racional. Durante quase cinquenta anos a comunidade acad�emica con-

siderou o uso de r�acios como um exemplo de empirismo baseado em h�abitos adquiridos

e sem fundamento te�orico. Foram publicados dezenas de papers a tentar demonstrar

que os r�acios n~ao poderiam estar a ser usados racionalmente pois esta t�ecnica introduz

distor�c~oes na medi�c~ao.

A li�c~ao prop~oe uma metodologia diferente daquela seguida pela maioria desses

autores. Baseando-se na permissa de que os r�acios �nanceiros podem ser usados

validamente, a li�c~ao procura deduzir as condi�c~oes requeridas para que isso aconte�ca.

A conclus~ao �e que os indicadores contabil��sticos podem ser usados validamente, isto �e,

de tal maneira que as caracter��sticas pr�oprias do indicador n~ao introduzam distor�c~oes

na medi�c~ao. Ao fazê-lo, a li�c~ao dissipa as d�uvidas existentes e sugere que, a�nal, a

t�ecnica dos r�acios �e racional. A �nalizar a li�c~ao apresenta raz~oes que poder~ao ter

estado por detr�as da vis~ao negativa propagada por acad�emicos.

Os r�acios s~ao simples quocientes de dois n�umeros extraidos de demonstra�c~oes �-

nanceiras de uma empresa. Tanto analistas �nanceiros como investidores ou gestores

usam r�acios na extra�c~ao de informa�c~ao contabil��stica, nomeadamente quando procu-

ram avaliar em que medida certas caracter��sticas de uma dada empresa (tais como

a rendibilidade dos seus capitais, solvabilidade ou liquidez) se afastam das de outras

empresas tomadas como padr~ao ou das dessa mesma empresa em per��odos anteriores.

O pressuposto subjacente ao uso de r�acios �e o de que estes s~ao capazes de tornarem

os n�umeros contabil��sticos comparaveis uma vez que as diferen�cas de escala porventura

existentes ser~ao removidas pelo quociente. O estudo da validade dos r�acios abrange

pois duas �areas: a dos problemas levantados pelo pressuposto da comparabilidade,

impl��cito no uso destes indicadores; e a do realismo da pretens~ao de que um dado

quociente representa mesmo aquilo que se acredita representar (em que medida, por

exemplo, o r�acio chamado `de liquidez' reecte a liquidez da empresa).

A presente li�c~ao de s��ntese aborda a primeira destas �areas mas apenas na sua ver-

tente mais te�orica, a de ajuizar em que medida um quociente pode distorcer a com-

para�c~ao entre demonstra�c~oes �nanceiras. Fica portanto de fora a quest~ao, tamb�em

ligada �a comparabilidade mas geralmente mais f�acil de ultrapassar, da convers~ao dos

documentos contabil��sticos onde diferentes m�etodos tenham sido utilizados (LIFO e

FIFO por exemplo) e onde, por consequência, os mesmos n�umeros signi�quem coisas

diferentes.
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A li�c~ao consta das seguintes partes:

1. Introdu�c~ao e Postulados: �e apresentado o problema da validade dos r�acios

e a contradi�c~ao existente entre a pr�atica e a investiga�c~ao; depois, a mais repre-

sentativa de entre a vasta literatura respeitante a este problema �e referenciada e

comentada brevemente. Por �m, a introdu�c~ao sublinha a motiva�c~ao e interesse

do estudo e descreve a metodologia que a li�c~ao vai utilizar.

2. Condi�c~oes para a Validade dos R�acios: desenvolve-se nesta sec�c~ao o racio-

c��nio te�orico que conduz ao estabelecimento de condi�c~oes necess�arias para que

os r�acios contabil��sticos sejam usados validamente. Consta das seguintes partes:

(a) Primeira Condi�c~ao, a Invariância face �a Escala. Mostra-se que o conceito

de proporcionalidade est�a ligado ao de dimens~ao e discute-se se existir�a

uma s�o dimens~ao nas demomnstra�c~oes �nanceiras.

(b) Segunda Condi�c~ao, o Crescimento Exponencial. Demonstra-se que a pro-

porcionalidade entre numerador e denominador n~ao �e condi�c~ao su�ciente

para a validade dos r�acios. Ambos esses componentes dever~ao tamb�em

evoluir exponencialmente. S~ao dados exemplos.

3. R�acios de Variaveis aleat�orias: o objectivo desta sec�c~ao �e discutir as con-

di�c~oes de validade de r�acios de variaveis aleat�orias naquilo que possa existir de

diferente em rela�c~ao ao racioc��nio anteriormente apresentado. Depois, as con-

clus~oes s~ao ilustradas com o caso das difus~oes, i.e., processos de Markov em

tempo cont��nuo. Devido �a sua maior tractabilidade, este tipo de processos �e

hoje preferido como meio para modelar no tempo, tanto em Economia Finan-

ceira como em outras �areas. A conclus~ao mais importante desta sec�c~ao �e a

re-formula�c~ao da invariância face �a escala de modo a esta ser generaliz�avel para

os casos de aleatoriedade.

4. A Dimens~ao das Empresas e o Modelo de Efeitos Aleat�orios: mostra-

se aqui qual o papel do efeito dimens~ao e como deve ser modelado. A sec�c~ao

aproveita para rever conceitos b�asicos frequentemente ignorados pela literatura

como a diferen�ca entre efeitos aditivos e multiplicativos, explicando a sua dife-

rente or��gem.

5. O Caso dos Valores Negativos: tenta esta sec�c~ao dissipar d�uvidas infun-

dadas sobre o comportamento estat��stico dos diversos tipos de variaveis que se
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podem encontrar nas demonstra�c~oes �nanceiras. Mostra a unidade que existe

em todos eles e como os mesmos princ��pios se-lhes aplicam.

6. Coment�arios Finais: Faz-se nesta sec�c~ao um resumo dos resultados obtidos

e a an�alise da literatura existente face a esses resultados.

7. Referências Bibliogr�a�cas.

8. Notas.

A li�c~ao de s��ntese poderia ter como destinat�arios alunos de investiga�c~ao interessados

em aprofundar os fundamentos da An�alise Financeira. Todos os conceitos utilizados

na li�c~ao s~ao elementares, n~ao carecendo os alunos de nenhuma prepara�c~ao pr�evia para

al�em da que uma licenciatura em Economia ou Gest~ao geralmente proporcionam.

Mais ainda, esta li�c~ao foi pensada, n~ao apenas para mostrar quais os pressupostos

subjacentes �a referida comparabilidade, mas tamb�em para explorar todas as poss��veis

oportunidades de discuss~ao e aprofundamento de conceitos importantes para alunos de

investiga�c~ao nesta �area. Por exemplo, a li�c~ao fornece amplos pretextos para comentar

e aprofundar, entre outros, os seguintes t�opicos:

� O crescimento e a distribui�c~ao dos rendimentos, bens e fortunas, a lei de Gibrat

e outras bases de Economia Industrial.

� Leis aditivas e multiplicativas e outras bases de Estat��stica.

� Lema de Itô, equa�c~oes diferenciais estoc�asticas e outras bases dos Processos

Estoc�asticos tal como s~ao usados em Economia Financeira.

� Modelos de efeitos �xos e aleat�orios.

Apresenta-se a seguir, em inglês, o texto integral da li�c~ao de s��ntese.

�

E aparente a

preocupa�c~ao de tornar todos os conceitos acess��veis e claros, nomeadamente atrav�es

do uso abundante de exemplos ou representa�c~oes gr�a�cas e do recurso a notas ou

explica�c~oes complementares.
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Abstract

Accounting academics have often considered the widespread use of �nan-

cial ratios as somehow intriguing. The paper investigates the consequences

of assuming that ratios can be validly used by analists, comparing the en-

suing conclusions with those of other authors. In the light of this method-

ology, some major objections in relation to the ratio method emerge as

less relevant or inadequate. This, in turn, suggests that users of ratios

may be acting more rationally than previousely thought.
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1 Introduction

The academic community has remained largely sceptical about the validity of �nan-

cial ratios, contending that their use stems from routine rather than from rational

consideration. Indeed, in an early contribution to this topic, Horrigan (1965) re-

marked that �nancial ratios were referred to in text books in almost apologetic tones

as though their expected utility were extremely low. Horrigan's response to this sit-

uation, however, was to seek to dissipate such doubts by describing the statistical

characteristics of some widely used ratios in order to demonstrate that they may be

useful. Following Horrigan's optimistic review, subsequent empirical research revealed

some promising applications of �nancial ratio analysis. Beaver (1966) and Altman

(1968), for example, showed that ratios have the potential to predict bankruptcy.

A few years later, however, the scepticism returned, with authors such as Deakin

(1976) noticing that the empirical frequency distributions of ratios appear to vary

widely and, as a result, questioning the validity of analytical methods which assumed

the normality of ratio data. This prompted Frecka & Hopwood (1983) and others

to propose ad hoc techniques such as the trimming or winsorising of outliers to deal

with the unduly inuential values present in samples of �nancial ratios, techniques

which reected the apparently widespread belief that there were no general rules

underpinning the ratio method.

Adding to the growing doubt concerning the validity of �nancial ratio analysis, Lev

& Sunder (1979) raised some fundamental questions as to whether the use of ratios

is motivated by well-founded considerations or whether, in contrast, it is merely a

tradition. These authors concluded that almost all of the assumptions required for

valid ratio analysis are likely to be violated in practice. Whittington (1980) also

uncovered cases where ratios seem not to be up to the task but distinguished the

normative application of ratios from their less-acceptable use in prediction.

Both Lev & Sunder (1979) and Whittington (1980) stressed that valid measure-

ment using ratios requires proportionality between the components (i.e., Y = bX).

Since such an assumption seems to be too restrictive, these authors advocated a two

parameter regression model (Y = a + bX), or similar functional form, rather than

the single parameter ratio model. Barnes (1982) went further, suggesting that non-

proportionality is also in the origin of the skewness often found in the distributions

of ratios. The prevailing scepticism about the usefulness of �nancial ratios deepened

further when Tippett (1990) claimed that ratios such as those used as standards

to perform comparisons (industry norms, benchmarks and others) were intrinsically
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unstable, drifting upwards or downwards over time.

Rather than seeking the outright condemnation of the ratio method, other authors

have tried to understand why �nancial ratios are so widely used. McLeay (1986a),

for instance, has demonstrated that a fuller understanding of ratios can be achieved

by taking account of the behaviour of the variables from which �nancial ratios are

constructed, particularly where �rm size plays an important part. At the same time,

some limiting case theoretical ratio models which allow for exponential growth in

accounting variables were identi�ed (McLeay, 1986b). Trigueiros (1995) o�ered a

simple explanation for the diversity of statistical distributions found in ratios and

pointed out that the multiplicative

1

character of accounting numbers suggests the

existence of a statistical e�ect which is common to all of the �gures reported in a

particular set of accounts but which varies both through time and across �rms. This

was further expanded in Trigueiros (1997) where such e�ect was presented as the

manifestation of the pervasive inuence of �rm size on the magnitudes of accounting

numbers and where it was also shown that non-proportionality may not necessarily

be damaging for ratio analysis.

This paper investigates the premise that the ratio method is valid, comparing the

ensuing conclusions with those of other authors. Such comparison suggests that the

ratio method is basically sound

2

and that the published objections in relation to the

use of ratios may be attributed to unduly restrictive assumptions or to poor attention

to the context where ratios are used. The paper also shows that �rm size is a well-

de�ned variable implicit in the concept of proportionality and that the multiplicative

character of accounting variables is not just supported by empirical observation but

is a prerequisite of valid ratio usage. The supposed drift found by Tippett (1990) in

ratios is also discussed. Finally, the paper proposes new statistical models arguably

capable of better portraying the behaviour of accounting numbers together with a

new interpretation of accounting di�erences and negative values.
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2 The Two Postulates of Ratio Analysis

Ratios present one number as a representation of another, scaled up or down by a

given factor. The Interest Cover ratio, for instance, is intended to show the number

of times Earnings is greater than Interest; the Sales Margin ratio aims at expressing

Earnings, the numerator, as a fraction of Sales, the denominator and so on.

Financial analysis is just one of the many tasks where scaling is used. Maps and

other models, for instance, are also governed by a ratio showing the number of times

any measurement in the representation is smaller than in reality. It is not surprising,

therefore, that the �rst and most basic postulate of ratio analysis, the same as that

governing maps, simply states that the scaling factor should remain constant. In

maps, a constant scaling factor is applied to all measurements so that small objects

are depicted as proportionally small representations and large objects are depicted

as proportionally large representations. In ratio analysis, ratios are supposed to have

the same �nancial meaning no matter the size of the �rm being analysed.

It should be recognised, however, that the requirements of �nancial analysis stretch

beyond those of scaling. First, in ratio analysis, the scaling factor is not a convention

as in maps. Rather, it is supposed to reect some pre-existing reality or standard:

the natural relationship between two accounting variables (a norm), a benchmark,

a goal to attain, a prediction

3

or a ratio taken from a previous period. Second, in

ratio analysis, any discrepancy that may be observed in relation to this pre-existing

standard is considered as valuable information

4

whereas in maps it is discarded as

an error.

What makes �nancial ratios potentially invalid is this comparison that is made

with a pre-existing standard.

5

If, for instance, the natural relationship between the

numerator and the denominator of a ratio, although pre-supposed to be a simple scale,

actually cannot be so, then such ratio is indeed invalid since the information it conveys

is misleading. The traditional approach has been to question the validity of �nancial

ratios on these grounds, i.e., that a natural scale between the numerator and the

denominator of the ratio may not exist. Unfortunately, rather than investigating the

existence or not of natural scales, the extant literature has adopted a more stringent

stance, that of searching for expected ratios that are also the natural scale between

the numerator and the denominator. This extra requirement, unduly restrictive, was

implicitly taken in when authors inadequately attempted to describe �nancial ratios

using statistical models of the additive type. It led to a great deal of pessimism about

the validity of ratios because no plausible random mechanism has been found such
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that its expected ratio is independent from the magnitudes of the components of that

ratio.

6

Another negative consequence of this assumption was that an important postulate

of valid ratio usage remained concealed as authors improperly incorporated it into

such additive assumption. This postulate requires that observed discrepancies in

relation to the standard should be independent of the size of the �rm. Speci�cally,

for a given ratio, the likelihood of observing a discrepancy of, say, 1%, in relation

to the norm, must be the same for small and large �rms. Should this not be the

case, then the relevance of a 1% over-performance or under-performance would vary,

depending on the size of the �rm. This too would render ratios useless. Another basic

postulate of ratio analysis is therefore homeoskedasticity, that is, the distribution of

the measurement must be independent of size.

Lev & Sunder (1978) have discussed analytical models of ratios where this postu-

late is violated. In one such instance they comment that `since the deviations [from

the norm] are [expected to be] small for large �rms and large for small �rms [thence]

the formation of ratios and their comparison to other [...] ratios does not provide an

adequate means of control for size' (p. 191). Not just Lev & Sunder but also other

authors have came across instances of this postulate. Invariably, they have labelled

them as cases of model mis-speci�cation rather than as potential sources of invalidity

of ratios in their own right. Such labelling, however, is based on the premise that

only expected values should be used as ratio standards and norms. Where a standard

is not an expected ratio, or when it has a �nancial rather than statistical meaning

(benchmarks, predictions), the homeoskedastic condition cannot be taken as the con-

sequence of a model's correct speci�cation. Therefore, two postulates of ratio validity,

not one, should be investigated separately.

In order to avoid unwanted assumptions, this section �rst derives the natural form

of proportionality. Natural forms describe general mechanisms or structures rather

than observed behaviour. They are often expressed as di�erential equations and the

paper uses uppercase letters in variables to signal their use.

2.1 First Postulate: Proportionality and Firm Size

A contradiction often found in papers on the validity of ratios is that, while no proper

de�nition of size is o�ered, conclusions invariably stress that ratios must fail to remove

the e�ect of size from the �nancial measurement. If authors do not de�ne size, how

can they assert that ratios fail to remove it? This section aims at �nding out what
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ratios actually are capable of removing. After all, this is the question that must be

answered at the start of any argument about the usefulness of ratios. It is shown here

that the �rst postulate of ratio analysis, proportionality, implies the existence of a

well-de�ned variable with the attributes of size and that this new variable is plausible

i.e., it is natural to suppose its existence in the case of accounting variables.

It was mentioned that the most basic condition for the valid use of �nancial ratios

is proportionality between the numerator of the ratio, Y; and the denominator, X;

so that Y=X, the scaling factor, is constant (Whittington, 1980). Authors typically

illustrate the concept of proportionality by referring to its two pre-requisites, namely

linearity and the absence of an `intercept term'

7

in the relationship between Y and

X. These pre-requisites, however, emphasise the relationship between Y and X but

they are less e�ective in showing how changes in Y (across �rms or in the same

�rm for di�erent periods) relate to the corresponding changes in X. Yet, a thorough

understanding of ratios requires a dynamic approach where changes are also included

in the analysis. This can be achieved by using the di�erential equivalent to Y=X =

Constant. When Y is proportional to X, the rate of change of Y with respect to X

is also constant and similar to the ratio itself. For ratios to be valid, therefore, the

following must hold:

Y

X

=

dY

dX

where dY; dX are any related changes or di�erences observed in Y and X.

8

This for-

mulation fully encompasses the earlier de�nition, having the advantage of highlighting

potentially interesting facets of proportionality. For instance, by re-arranging terms,

the above becomes

dY

Y

=

dX

X

: (1)

Equality (1) shows that the implicit condition of proportionality is scale invariance,

whereby the relative changes in Y are equal to the relative changes inX. For instance,

when comparing �rms in cross-section, if the Current Assets �gure is many times

larger in one �rm than in another, then this should also be the case for Current

Liabilities. Similarly, in a time-series analysis, (1) implies that variables eligible as

components of a ratio should grow at the same rate. If, say, Sales grows by 12%

during a given year then Earnings should also grow by 12% during that year.

Remember that (1) describes a mechanism, not realisations. So long as a mech-

anism underlying reported numbers predicts that dY=Y is similar to dX=X, pro-

portionality is veri�ed irrespective of the observed di�erences between Y and X. As

already stressed, without pre-supposing scale invariance it would be impossible, using
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ratio analysis, to arrive to any reliable conclusion about the �nancial characteristics

of �rms. For example, unless it is postulated that relative changes across �rms of any

sizes are the same for Current Assets and Current Liabilities, it would not be possible

to infer whether a Current Ratio above the norm in a large �rm is attributable to the

liquidity of that particular �rm or is just a characteristic of large �rms.

Scale invariance importantly suggests that numbers taken from the same set of

accounts are inuenced by the same e�ect. In fact, for each valid ratio, two of the

items reported in a set of accounts (the numerator and the denominator of that ratio)

are structurally linked by (1), sharing the same source of variability. Since the validity

of the ratio method rests on the validity of several, widely used ratios, not just on one

or two isolated cases, and given that items used to form one of such ratios are often

used to form other ratios as well, it follows that there must exist a common source of

variability underlying several of the items found in published sets of accounts.

Sales, for instance, is used by analysts to form Margin, Turnover and Pro�tability

ratios together with variables such as Total Assets, Cost of Goods Sold or Gross

Pro�ts. Equality (1) thus requires that relative di�erences or changes observed in

those variables are the same as in Sales. Total Assets is used to form Leverage

ratios thus extending this requirement to Net Worth or Long term Debt. Since

the subtraction of two variables preserves common relative changes, Total Liabilities

(Total Assets minus Net Worth) also has to obey the same requirement. Cost of

Goods Sold, in turn, extends it to Inventory via the popular Inventory Turnover

ratio; Net Worth, being the denominator of Return on Equity ratios, extends it to

Net Income, thence to Dividends and Interest Expense. Indeed, it may be di�cult

to identify aggregate items from accounting reports that analysts never combine with

other items to form several, popular ratios, or that are not forced by accounting

identities to change at the same rate as other items.

9

In short, if all useful ratios, formed with N di�erent items X

1

; � � �X

N

, are postu-

lated to be proportional, then

dX

1

X

1

=

dX

2

X

2

= � � � =

dX

N

X

N

: (2)

This extended condition of scale invariance is indeed a consequence of the assumption

that the ratio method as a whole is valid. It clearly suggests, as mentioned, the

existence of a common source of variability in numbers from the same set of accounts.

It is now easy to show that such common source of variability possesses the at-

tribute of a size measurement. Consider two sets of accounts, b and a, issued by the
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same �rm in di�erent periods (the time series context) or by two di�erent �rms in

the same year (the cross section context). b and a may be viewed as two realisations

of the same N variables X

1

; � � �X

N

and, in (2), di�erences between them are written

dX

1

= X

1b

�X

1a

.

.

.

dX

N

= X

Nb

�X

Na

thus, using (2), it is possible to express items in the set of accounts b in terms of

items in the set of accounts a as

X

1b

= X

1a

(1 + r

ba

)

.

.

.

X

Nb

= X

Na

(1 + r

ba

)

where r

ba

is the common relative di�erence by which an item in b di�ers from the

corresponding item in a. Therefore, structurally at least, if one item is larger in b than

in a, it follows that any other item will also be larger in b than in a and conversely.

If, say, Current Assets is larger in b than the corresponding Current Assets in a, then

Sales as in b will also be larger than the Sales �gure reported in a and so on. It is thus

possible to say without ambiguity that the set of accounts b is, as a whole, larger or

smaller than a. This possibility of comparing the size of two sets of accounts makes

it possible to rank by size, without ambiguities other than those created by identical

sets, not two but any collection a; b; : : : ; j; : : : of sets of accounts.

The existence of a size measurement underlying the postulate of proportionality

is thus demonstrated. If ratios are valid it should be possible (by applying statistical

sampling and modelling techniques) to estimate the relative sizes of �rms and the

corresponding con�dence intervals. For instance, a continuous size measurement may

be constructed by postulating a suitable unit size set, X

1

; � � � X

N

and then measuring

the size S

j

= 1 + r

j

speci�c to the j

th

set of accounts against this unit. Such mea-

surement would show how many times the �rm publishing the j

th

set of accounts is

larger or smaller than the unit.

In such case the formulation describing the k

th

item is

X

k

= X

k

S

j

(3)

where the level X

k

is the value of item k in the unit set and S

j

= 1 + r

j

, the size

of the j

th

set of accounts, is the number of times an item in j is larger or smaller
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than its level. Ratios formed from two such items remove the common factor, S

j

,

while uncovering the number of times by which their components di�er in the unit

set. It may also be concluded that proportionality directly leads to the modelling of

accounting variables as the product of a constant level by a size factor.

It was mentioned that authors often voiced reservations about the ability of ratios

to fully remove size. The reasoning just presented suggests that, actually, it is the

opposite problem (that of ratios removing more than just size) that is more likely to

occur. Size is what all ratios remove by virtue of the common origin of components.

An individual ratio, however, will also remove any multiplicative e�ect that is present

in its numerator and denominator but not in all the other items of that set of accounts.

Suppose, for instance, that Current Assets and Current Liabilities both reect, not

just the e�ect of size (caused by the fact that these items are taken from the same set

of accounts), but also an e�ect speci�c to liquid funds only. In such case, the Current

ratio is the result of removing, not just size, but also this liquid funds e�ect. One

practical consequence of this is that ratios aiming speci�cally at removing size should

be formed with care lest potentially interesting inuences are lost.

It may be argued that proportionality is probably veri�ed within speci�c clusters

of items but not necessarily amongst them all. In other words, a set of accounts

may possess two or three size dimensions, not just one. Notwithstanding the cases

of recently formed �rms, �rms in �nancial distress or other less general cases, the

hypothesis of size being multi-dimensional seems di�cult to sustain. In fact, while

�nancial statements of large �rms contain reported numbers that are many orders of

magnitude larger than those reported in the accounts of small �rms, inside each set

of accounts items do not di�er by as much: one item that is, say, one million times

larger or smaller than other items is an exception, not the rule. Yet, more than one

size dimension would lead routinely, not in exceptional cases only, to numbers with

six or more digits together with numbers with two or one digit. This would also

render the principle of materiality as impossible to apply.

Should more than one size dimension exist, then a ratio formed with items be-

longing to non-agreeing dimensions would exhibit typical magnitudes similar to those

of raw items or their reciprocals, i.e., billions as well as micros. Again, such a ratio

may indeed occur but only as the result of conditions not applicable generally. The

fact that, after many years of experimentation with ratios of all types, microscopic or

very large ratios are considered as atypical, clearly shows that items from the same

set of accounts share, in general, a unique size inuence.
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There are also compelling economic reasons to support the conviction that each

�rm's actual size greatly inuences the overall magnitude of numbers reported in

its accounts. If variables such as Earnings were not closely related to size, then

pro�tability and dividend yield might be diluted by any increase in size and �rms

would carefully avoid growing.

Indeed, scale invariance should be regarded, not just as a way of highlighting what

ratios are supposed to remove, but as a means of improving the theoretical founda-

tions necessary to correctly model accounting data. In fact, equality (2) captures two

essential characteristics of accounting variables. First, it cannot be denied that ac-

counting numbers taken from the same set of accounts are generated under the same

size inuence as indicated by (2). Second, the generation of accounting numbers is a

process of accumulation, thus obeying a multiplicative law of probabilities consistent

with the proportionate nature of changes as described in (1) or in (2).

As an introduction to the following section it may be mentioned that scale invari-

ance also suggests the need to consider, not just proportionality but another postulate

of valid ratio analysis. In (3), proportionality simply ensues from S

j

being indepen-

dent from the level factor X

k

. If (3) is veri�ed, then any S

j

, no matter which, will lead

to ratios obeying the traditional postulate of ratio validity. Indeed, proportionality is

veri�ed even if S

j

evolves in such a way as to make ratio analysis meaningless. This

is basically is why another postulate is required.

2.2 Second Postulate: Exponential Changes

It was mentioned that the existence of the scaling factor is not su�cient to bring about

valid ratios. The measurement using ratios (i.e., the di�erence between the observed

ratio and the standard) must also be size-independent. As a corollary, relative changes

in components of ratios are required to be size-independent too.

10

Variables where

relative changes are size-independent are said to obey the Gibrat's Law, the source

of the family of multiplicative processes where relative, rather than absolute changes

are homogeneous.

In order to illustrate the practical consequences of this postulate it is necessary to

model, not just di�erences or changes, but the joint evolution of accounting variables

under the inuence of �rm size. Since the label j, introduced in the previous section in

relation to sets of accounts, is insu�cient to characterise an evolution, a new variable,

� , is now introduced. It is thus supposed that, in principle, ratio components are a

function of � and, from (2), the mechanism driving relative changes in the k

th

item
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may be expressed as

dX

k

X

k

= r

j

d� (4)

where r

j

d� is the same for items from the j

th

set of accounts so that scale invariance

is veri�ed. In the analysis of time series r

j

is an instantaneous rate of growth of X

k

in instant � . In cross section, � is simply a scaling parameter since r

j

may directly

measure how far a set of accounts is from another set taken as the reference.

Mechanisms such as (4) may generate many types of variables. Where, for in-

stance, r

j

decreases in proportion to X

k

, that is, where r

j

= �

k

=X

k

with �

k

expressing

the constant rate of change of X

k

with � , then the resulting variable evolves linearly

with � . Formulations such as

x

k

= �

k

�

would be, in this case, a solution of (4). Although x

k

is scale invariant, the second

postulate of valid ratio usage is violated as relative changes in the variable decrease

with � i.e., r

j

= 1=� and it is �

k

, not r

j

, that remains constant.

As mentioned, the two postulates of ratio analysis are veri�ed where r

j

d� is

independent of � . In this case any x

k

evolving exponentially with � , e.g.,

x

k

= X

k

[1 + r

j

]

�

for discrete � or x

k

= X

k

exp[r

j

� ] for continuous � (5)

is a solution of (4). The level X

k

is the value of x

k

for � = 0.

Notice that (5) is a version of (3) as X

k

relates solely to the item considered

whereas the size multiplier (which, in this example is either [1 + r

j

]

�

or exp[r

j

� ])

relates solely to the set of accounts considered. In contrast to (3), however, �rm size

is no longer unde�ned. Rather, it evolves in a speci�c, exponential way.

Where ratios are valid, therefore, the magnitudes of accounting numbers are de-

scribed in a way that is similar to amounts accruing interest r over a period � .

Numbers taken from the same set of accounts, being under the same size inuence,

are portrayed as di�erent magnitudes accruing the same `rate of interest' over the

same period. Across sets of accounts belonging to large and small �rms, numbers

are portrayed as similar magnitudes that have earned high or low `rates of interest'

respectively.

Examples of the two di�erent contexts of ratio analysis (i.e., in time series analysis

and in inter-�rm comparison) are now given. In time series analysis, the interpretation

of (5) is straightforward, � measuring a sequence starting when the components of ra-

tio y=x assume the value of the corresponding item in the unit set, i.e., y = Y; x = X .
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Growth rates observed in y and x, r

y

; r

x

respectively, should be viewed as realisations

of the same underlying growth rate r so that scale invariance is veri�ed.

Suppose that, in a given year, the reported Sales �gure is $1,000 and Earnings

is $100, then pro�tability is 10%. If Sales grows by r (the same as the �rm) but

Earnings grows by only r � n, then, after a period of length � ,

Earnings = 100 exp[(r� n)� ] = 100 exp[r� ] exp[�n� ]

and

Sales = 1; 000 exp[r� ]

and the ratio decreases by exp[�n� ]. Not only is the ratio insensitive to the magni-

tudes of Sales or Earnings in the previous period, its decrease is also insensitive to the

growth rate r. No matter small or large the growth of the �rm may be, the change in

Sales Margin is the same. The two postulates of the ratio method are thus veri�ed.

Moreover, if the disturbance �n occurs during more than one period, the ratio will

decrease by exp[�n] after one year, by exp[�2n] after two years and so on. That

is, the disturbance accrues over time and it is possible to compare ratios relating to

periods of di�erent lengths just by accounting for such di�erences.

Other types of exponentiation, namely discrete, would produce similar results.

By contrast, where components of ratios are governed by non-exponential processes,

proportionality is veri�ed but the measurement is size-dependent and disturbances

do not accrue over time. For example, in a linear process, the e�ect of a disturbance

w in Earnings

Earnings = 100�

E

�w

while

Sales = 1; 000�

S

�;

would make the measurement of pro�tability dependent on �

S

and �

E

, the rates of

growth of Sales and Earnings. Moreover, this e�ect would be independent of the time

elapsed, a decline in Earnings of, say, 1% per year leading to a reduction of 1% in the

ratio, regardless of the length of the period. For linear albeit additive disturbances,

a reduction of �n in Earnings in a given year,

Earnings = 100�

E

� � n

while

Sales = 1; 000�

S

�
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would lead to a reduction n=(��

S

) in the ratio. Any slow down in Sales would amplify

Sales Margin whereas any acceleration would subdue it.

In cross-section analysis, an intuitive meaning may also be given to r and � . In

this case � measures the dispersion of size.

11

Industries where �rms range from the

very small to the very large exhibit high � whereas those where size is homogeneous

exhibit low � . Accordingly, r

y

and r

x

are the distance between the realisation of y or

x and the corresponding median Y or X . As in the previous example, observed r

y

; r

x

may di�er but they should be viewed as realisations of a common, underlying r so

that scale invariance is veri�ed.

The ratio of the medians, Y=X , is the median ratio, being also the natural scaling

factor between y and x. If, for example, the median Sales in a given industry is

$1,000 and for Earnings it is $100 whereas, for �rm A, both Sales and Earnings are

r standard deviations above or below this norm, then

Earnings

A

= 100 exp[r� ]

and

Sales

A

= 1; 000 exp[r� ]:

Now consider �rm B which is more pro�table, the same volume of Sales generating

Earnings n standard deviations above A, i.e.,

Earnings

B

= 100 exp[(r + n)� ] = Earnings

A

exp[n� ]

whereas

Sales

B

= Sales

A

:

Again, not only is the ratio independent of the magnitudes of its components, the

di�erence in pro�tability between B and A, which is shown above to be exp[n� ], is

also independent of r. Moreover, this di�erence in pro�tability also `accrues' with the

dispersion of size. It is possible, therefore, to compare changes in pro�tability across

industries exhibiting distinct size patterns. By contrast, where ratio components

evolve linearly with size, the traditional pre-requisite for the validity of ratios is

satis�ed but the measurement is inuenced by the size of the �rm and by the value

of the norm.

It is thus demonstrated that the existence of a scaling factor is not su�cient to

grant valid ratios. Components must also be exponential and, in that case, �rm

size may be expressed as a constant rate of change. The multiplicative character of

accounting variables, largely supported by evidence, seems to validate this second
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postulate. Indeed, the Gibrat's law is widely accepted as a simpli�ed mechanism

capable of broadly describe how positive accounting numbers are generated. The

following section shows that the consideration of randomness may not necessarily

a�ect these �ndings.
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3 Ratios of Random Variables

So far the paper has derived formulations leading to valid ratios, namely where both

components of the ratio are driven by the same, constant rate of change. Although

deviations from norms were included in the discussion, they were treated as isolated

cases, not as random deviations. When explicitly considering randomness, some new

questions must be addressed. This section �rst shows that random variables can be

scale invariant. Then the statistical characteristics of �rm size are outlined. Finally,

the problem of di�erences or negative components is addressed.

3.1 Random Scale Invariance

The characteristics of (5) leading to valid ratios can easily be replicated in a random

context. Suppose, for instance, that the observed behaviour of accounting variable x

k

may be described as

x

k

= X

k

exp[r

j

� + Z]; (6)

where r

j

is the expected continuously compounding rate of change denoting the e�ect

of �rm size and Z is the random component. According to (6), accounting variables

are lognormal and, as before, any item taken from the j

th

set of accounts will exhibit

the same logarithmic expectation r

j

so that scale invariance is veri�ed.

Ratios of such variables could be validly used. The problem with (6) is that

this form cannot be derived from (4) with generality. Indeed, the simplest random

generalisation of (4) would lead to descriptions such as

x

k

= X

k

exp[(r

j

�

�

2

2

)� + Z]; (7)

rather than to (6). Since the compounding e�ect is now inuenced by the standard

deviation � of Z, not just by size, it follows that variables governed by (7) would

not be proportional in spite of obeying (1). It is concluded therefore that (1) cannot

express scale invariance with generality, namely in the case of random variables.

Formulations such as (1) fail to portray random proportionality because they

pre-suppose that changes dY or dX are smooth

12

whereas smoothness cannot be

postulated for random changes. There are, however, components of random mecha-

nisms that evolve smoothly and scale invariance may arise from a smooth e�ect that

co-exists with random e�ects. Indeed, the question here is not whether random scale

invariance is possible but how it should be expressed structurally. Random propor-

tionality must be possible since, e.g., for lognormal variables, a natural scaling factor,
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the median of the ratio, does exist. Actually, the median is often used as a norm in

ratio analysis (Lev & Sunder, 1979).

The correct formulation of random scale invariance may be found by identifying

mechanisms that lead to (6) rather than to (7). However, it may be easier to simply

answer the question of how (1) should be transformed so as to become insensitive

to the variance and covariance of Y and X. If, for instance, (1) is transformed

so as to portray the equality of two continuously compounding rates of change, a

mechanism portraying random proportionality is obtained. Recall that r

j

relates to

the corresponding continuously compounding rate by the transformation log(r

j

+ 1).

When this is applied to both sides of (1) it becomes

log

Y + dY

Y

= log

X + dX

X

which may be abridged to

d log Y = d logX: (8)

It is easy to verify that the above is indeed a quite general formulation of scale

invariance.

13

It applies to deterministic as well as random variables, either contin-

uous or discrete. In the deterministic case and in most practical applications, the

di�erence between (8) and (1) is of lesser importance. Where structural descriptions

are required, however, only (8) is guaranteed to portray the equality of two rates of

change capable of generating proportional variables.

Di�erences between (8) and (1) are now illustrated within the framework proposed

by Tippett (1990), who used Stochastic Calculus,

14

to study the ratios of some

continuous-time Markov processes, concluding that ratios will necessarily drift over

time. Here, by contrast, it is found that ratios may not drift.

Suppose that components y and x of a ratio are governed by stochastic di�erential

equations consistent with (8), i.e.,

d log y = s

j

d� + �

y

dz

y

and d log x = s

j

d� + �

x

dz

x

(9)

where d log y and d log x stem from a deterministic e�ect, s

j

d� plus a stochastic e�ect,

�

y

dz

y

or �

x

dz

x

, speci�c to y or x.

15

The deterministic e�ect is supposed to model the

pervasive inuence of �rm size, being the same for items from the j

th

set of accounts

so that scale invariance is veri�ed, and is further assumed to be constant throughout

the generative period so that changes are also size-independent. The summation of

all d� , � , reects the length of the accounting period during which the generation of

j takes place.
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Exponential Brownian Dol�eans exponential

Motion (Tippett, 1990)

d log x sd� + dz (r � �

2

=2)d� + dz

dx=x (s+ �

2

=2)d� + dz rd� + dz

x X exp(s� + Z) X exp[(r � �

2

=2)� + Z]

E(x) X exp[(s+ �

2

=2)� ] X exp(r� )

ratio R expZ R exp[(�

2

y

� �

2

x

)�=2 + Z]

E(ratio) R exp[(�

2

r

=2)� ] R exp[(�

2

y

� ��

y

�

x

)� ]

Tabela 1: Simpli�ed formulations tested for valid ratios in this paper and in Tippett

(1990). Z has an expanding variance.

Using the Itô lemma

16

to exponentiate (9) the trivial result is

dy

y

= (s

j

+

�

2

y

2

)d� + �

y

dz

y

and

dx

x

= (s

j

+

�

2

x

2

)d� + �

x

dz

x

which, after integration, yields

y = Y exp(s

j

� + Z

y

) and x = X exp(s

j

� + Z

x

) (10)

where levels Y, X are initial values and Z

y

;Z

x

are Wiener processes with variances

�

y

� , �

x

� respectively. y and x, therefore, stem from the exponentiation of Brownian

motions, being accordingly known as exponential or geometric Brownian motions.

Notice how (10) is simply the stochastic version of (3), (5) or (6), preserving those

characteristics whereby the postulates of ratio analysis are veri�ed. Ratios of such

variables evolve as

y

x

=

Y

X

expZ; (11)

not only removing s

j

� , the e�ect of size, but also exhibiting no inherent drift. Z

is also a Wiener process with variance (�

2

y

+ �

2

x

� 2 � �

y

�

x

) � , � being a (residual)

correlation coe�cient between z

y

and z

x

.

Table 1 shows the di�erences between the generative mechanism used in this

example and that in Tippett (1990).

17

Thus the apparent drift in ratios is just a

consequence of the choice of the model.

It may be helpful to note that ratios of Markov processes, albeit valid, are useless

except in the short-term. This is because the ratio method requires a comparison

(in this context between values in di�erent periods) and any such comparison using

Markov processes carries no information at all except in the one-period comparison, in

which case drifts would be negligible. In the analysis of Markov series, therefore, the
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existence of drifts would not make matters any worse than they are already. Moreover,

by de�nition, non-stationary variables should drift over time irrespective of being

ratios (in exponential Brownian motions the drift stems from the combined e�ect of

an expanding variance and the exponentiation). In short, Tippett's (1990) choice of

context and model, and the subsequent criticism of the ratio method, illustrates the

potential danger of an a priori exclusion from the reasoning of the possibility that

ratios may be valid.

In summary, the validity of the ratio method is indeed plausible in the case of

random variables. When modelling the e�ect of size on the generation of accounting

numbers, continuous compounding should be preferred to formalisms aimed at de-

scribing sampling processes, as appropriate. The widely used exponential Brownian

motion adheres to such requirement. The following section discusses the modelling

of �rm size, showing how to interpret it as a statistical e�ect.

3.2 Multiplicative Formulations and Size

Sales, Earnings, Assets and other accounting variables are routinely viewed, in do-

mains such as Industrial Economics, as multiplicative, i.e., broadly lognormal. In

spite of this, until recently the accounting literature has discarded lognormality as

incompatible with sound reasoning while quoting the inuential fallacy introduced by

Eisenbeis (1977),

18

or the fact that some ratios are Normal, or even the distinction

between accounting stocks and ows. Excessive skewness and other characteristics of

multiplicative variables were interpreted as distortions of normality or as a side e�ect

of non-proportionality (Barnes, 1982).

The case for multiplicative mechanisms was made by McLeay (1986b), where it

was explained that, in variables which are accumulations of similar transactions,

lognormality is the natural assumption. Tippet (1990) followed, using multiplicative

forms in the time domain. This section shows that lognormality is indeed important,

not only because it provides the appropriate viewpoint to study ratios. More than

that, lognormality entails the assumption that �rm size is a pervasive statistical e�ect

present in accounting numbers.

First, recall why accounting variables cannot be described as resulting from the

kind of additive process that underlies Normal variables. Whilst each transaction

contributing to the amount reported as, say, Total Sales for a given period is itself a

random event, an individual transaction contributes to the reported aggregate not in a

manner which could lead to either an increase or decrease in Total Sales, but by accu-
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mulation only. Accumulations of random events tend to be multiplicative, as opposed

to additive, because the likelihood of realisations is conditional on the occurrence of a

chain of several previous events. Such likelihood thus stems from multiplying, rather

than adding probabilities. Other economic phenomena such as wealth or stock prices

are also multiplicative but nowhere are reasons for this behaviour so neatly evident

as in the case of Sales, Assets and other accounting numbers. The di�erence between

accounting stocks and ows or the existence of accounting numbers that may take on

negative values should not be viewed as capable of undermining the above reasoning,

as explained in the following section.

Descriptions of the inter-relationships amongst e�ects greatly di�er between addi-

tive and multiplicative variables. For additive data, distributions are preserved when

variables are added or subtracted. This is not the case for multiplicative data where

distributions are preserved when variables are multiplied or divided. Accordingly,

the simplest additive formulation is x = � + Z, where x is explained as an e�ect �

(the expectation), plus a random deviation, Z while the multiplicative equivalent is

x = Xw, where a realisation of x is explained as the product of a level, X , and a

random factor w.

The likelihood that x may stretch beyond two or three standard deviations above

or below � is very small. Therefore, in general, additive formulations may describe

deviations from an average size but they are inadequate to describe large di�erences

in size. By contrast, in the case of multiplicative formulations, the exponential nature

of w leads to likely values of x over a much wider range. This is why lognormality

(or other forms of multiplicative behaviour) often denotes a size inuence whereas

normality generally denotes a size-free variable. In turn, the presence of size means

a population where growth is in progress, whereas size-free variables denote a stable

population where growth is no longer observed. It is thus somehow contradictory to

accept, as some authors actually do, that accounting numbers are lognormal but, at

the same time, failing to model the corresponding inuence of size on those numbers.

The examination of conditions for the valid use of ratios has the advantage of

leading naturally to formulations where �rm size is present. In the case of the two ratio

components y and x from the j

th

set of accounts, (6) may be written in logarithmic

form as

log y = �

y

+ s

j

� + Z

y

and log x = �

x

+ s

j

� + Z

x

(12)

where �

x

= logX and �

y

= logY. The above are known as components of variance

formulations of the mixed model type. They account for di�erences in relation to the
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expectation where such di�erences are introduced by discrete sources of variability.

The e�ect of �rm size, s

j

� is, for both models, the random e�ect and �

y

, �

x

are the

�xed e�ects.

It was mentioned that the simplest additive formulation, x = � + Z, describes

deviations in relation to �. When x is explained, not only by the expected value but

also by d, a component of the variance of x, then the ensuing model, x = �+d

j

+Z is

similar to those in (12) where d

j

is the expected deviation from � introduced by the

j

th

level of d. If, as in (12), the same e�ect is present in two variables, it is possible

to remove it from measurement by subtracting variables. Size, therefore, plays the

role of a component of the variance of the logarithms of accounting variables. The

di�erent sets of accounts that may be considered in a given sample are the levels of

such e�ect.

Components of variance are distinct from other, better known models, namely

those incorporating co-variances. In the face of existing research where it was in-

sisted that co-variance terms should be included in the modelling of the logarithms

of accounting variables, it is important to state clearly that there is no theoretical

underpinning supporting the generalised use of co-variances in this context and that

such use would be, in most of the cases, inadequate.

19

Ratios formed with components obeying (6) may be used validly under broad

conditions. In a cross section comparison the median of the ratio (which can be

estimated by the geometric mean) is the scaling factor for y=x and the measurement

is also size-independent. In a time series analysis it makes no di�erence whether Y=X

is the ratio in a previous period, a benchmark, or a prediction: the measurement will

obey or not the second postulate depending solely on the nature of the processes Z

y

,

Z

x

. In practice, an expanding variance and other types of non-stationarity often found

in accounting series (Wu, Kao & Lee, 1996), may dissuade analysts from comparing

values separated by more than one year. As stressed, this limitation is caused by

non-stationarity, not by ratios.

The superior degree of de�nition brought about by (12) may allow a more focused

discussion of the statistical characteristics of reported numbers while providing a basis

upon which improvements may be built. For instance, (12) clearly suggests how to

estimate the size of a �rm based on a given set of accounts. Once size has been

estimated, it is possible to create ratios capable of removing just size, or to seek a

precise description of the co-variance structure of accounting variables. The following

section explains how accounting di�erences and negative values should be viewed.
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Ratio Example Transformation Boundaries

to use of the ratio

R = Y=X Current Ratio logR 0;1

R = (X � Y )=X Sales Margin log(1�R) �1; 1

R = (Y �X)=X Change in Capital

Employed log(1 +R) �1;1

R = (Y +X)=X Interest Cover log(R� 1) 1;1

R = X=(Y +X) Liabilities Ratio log(1=R � 1) 0; 1

R = X=(Y �X) Leverage Ratio log(1=R + 1) 0;1

Tabela 2: Some transformations of �nancial ratio based on accounting identities where

Y and X are lognormal, positive only variables.

3.3 The Distribution of Ratios

One major source of scepticism regarding the usefulness of ratios has been the di-

versity of their statistical distributions: some ratios are broadly Normal, others are

skewed positively or negatively.

20

McLeay (1986b) proposed a framework for under-

standing the distribution of ratios where components are supposed to be either multi-

plicative (accumulations) or additive (di�erences). The diverse distributions found in

ratios would stem from the di�erent combinations of these two cases. Tippett (1990)

adhered to this view. Trigueiros (1995) contended that all accounting variables should

be viewed as multiplicative, i.e., positively skewed, showing how apparently normal or

negatively skewed distributions stem from the bounding e�ect of accounting identities

(which preclude, for example, the ratio Total Debt to Total Assets from spreading

out beyond the value of 1). The same author has provided transformations (table 2)

able to bring these bounded ratios back to their multiplicative behaviour.

At present, papers generally incorporate the intuition that distributions of ratios

may be inuenced by accounting identities, but the suggestion that all accounting

variables should be viewed as multiplicative has not been taken up. Instead, authors

still adhere to the framework proposed by McLeay (1986b). For instance, Cooke &

Tippett (2000) incorporate into their valuation models the bounding e�ect of account-

ing identities as proposed by Trigueiros (1995). McLeay (1997) and McLeay & Omar

(2000) present sets of transformations based on bounding e�ects without abandoning

the distinction between the two types of variables, additive and multiplicative. This

section discusses the distribution of ows and other accounting di�erences inclusive

of those that may take on negative values.

Authors seem to believe that a ratio of the form dx=x, such as the ratio expressing
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Likelihood

Earnings0
Figura 1:

relative changes in Capital and others of the same type, should approach normality.

This belief is based on the known fact that lognormal x may lead to Normal dx.

However, this is so only where dx are small in comparison to x. Now, for accounting

data this is simply not the case. Accounting di�erences or ows such as changes in

Capital lead to multiplicative ratios because, in most instances, these ows are not

small by any possible measure, not least when compared with the respective stock.

Accounting di�erences should not be viewed as a typical `dx'. Actually, they are

not much di�erent from stocks, both being large accumulations. Annual Sales, for

instance, in spite of being a ow, often is larger than stocks such as Fixed Assets,

e.g., in high turnover industries.

Similarly, numbers that may take on negative values should not be viewed as pos-

sessing additive, nearly normal distributions, but simply as subtractions of synchro-

nised accumulations, i.e., as the result of subtracting two lognormal, positive{only,

variables, both generated under the e�ect of the same �rm's size. The density func-

tion of one such subtraction is easy to simulate using (12). It turns out that such

distribution is not unique. Rather, it is a juxtaposition of two approximately lognor-

mal density functions, one for positive and the other for negative values, as depicted

in �gure 1.

The assumption of a Normal or similar distribution would imply that the reporting

of immaterial pro�ts or losses should be more likely than that of material losses. In

general, however, losses, as well as pro�ts, are proportionate to the size of the �rm

thus the reporting of immaterial losses is indeed less likely than that of size-related

losses. That is, the probability density of pro�ts must decrease and then increase
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again after passing through zero. Actually, this is what the simulated distributions in

�gure 1 predict. By contrast, Normal and related distributions are unable to account

for the speci�c behaviour of small numbers.

The consequences for ratio analysis are that, in general, ratios are multiplicative

no matter their components' type, stocks or ows. When the numerator of the ratio is

linked by some accounting identity to its denominator, the appropriate transformation

(Table 2) will bring the ratio back to a standard behaviour. As for ratios where the

numerator may take on negative values, it seems as though there is no other choice

but to examine two di�erent populations, one for positive and the other for negative

realisations. This, after all, is how practitioners generally deal with negative ratios

(Lev & Sunder, 1998).

To conclude, most accounting numbers should be viewed as accumulations. Flows

such as Earnings and other variables where negative cases are possible simply reect

the subtraction of two accumulations driven by the same inuence of size. Their

statistical behaviour is broadly multiplicative, negative values being distributed in a

way that resembles the mirror{image of a lognormal density function.
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4 Conclusions

Only after understanding the reasons for the success of �nancial ratios can their

limitations be put into a proper perspective. Accordingly, this study has examined two

postulates underlying valid ratio analysis, extracting from them a set of conclusions,

summarised as follows:

� the components of ratios are scale invariant (proportional) and are generated

under homogeneous relative growth;

� the e�ect of �rm size is an expected continuously compounding rate of change

speci�c to each set of accounts;

� ows or other di�erences stem from subtracting two multiplicative variables,

both inuenced by the same size e�ect;

These conclusions constitute a foundation as they provide a simpli�ed model of the

behaviour of accounting variables upon which improvements may be built.

In setting out the above insights into the theoretical foundations of the ratio

method, the paper has addressed the question as to whether the use of �nancial

ratios is motivated by tradition rather than by well-founded considerations. It is our

conclusion that, in spite of their simplicity, ratios are governed by an explicit set

of conditions and, moreover, they require data of the type that has been shown to

characterise the �gures reported in company accounts.

Given this, it may then be asked why so many previous contributions to the

literature on �nancial ratios have led to such a pessimistic view of ratio analysis.

Reasons seem to relate to an apparent lack of theoretical drive in the part of most

authors, probably fed by the conviction that accounting data is too complex, being

impossible to �nd regularities there. These authors, typically, neither accept the

working hypothesis that ratios may be valid nor produce other hypotheses, thus

remaining stuck in a sceptical trap or at the mercy of assumptions whose implications

they do not seem fully aware of. In both cases conclusions are hampered by such

scarcity or inadequacy of assumptions.

It is by no means a coincidence that scepticism about the usefulness of ratios

usually goes hand in hand with other manifestations of scepticism, namely about the

possibility of de�ning �rm size exactly. By contrast, e�orts to understand why ratios

are useful have led to a clearer view of other related subjects, speci�cally the role

that �rm size plays on the generation of those numbers.
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The lack of theoretical drive leads, in turn, to the di�culty in distinguishing what

is truly damaging for the �nancial measurement from what is negligible. Typical

examples are the concern about `intercept terms' or that with drifts in the time

domain. The often-quoted statement that almost all of the assumptions required for

valid ratio analysis are likely to be violated in practice (Lev & Sunder, 1979), should

be viewed in the same light. The statement is surely correct but it might as well

be applied to Newton's Laws of Motion and to many other models considered as

good approximations in normal circumstances. Distortion, in spite of its presence in

mathematical models, may have a negligible e�ect on measurement.

Moreover, assumptions may be violated without invalidating a methodology. When

weighing inaccuracy against the ability to provide an intuitive interpretation with a

parsimonious model, it may well be that such a trade-o� could prove to be largely

favourable to the less accurate methodology. This kind of trade-o� is particularly

relevant to the ratio method. Ratios, having just one degree of freedom, are able

to measure deviations from constant proportions. The condition of proportionate

growth, rather than a limitation, is a direct consequence of this: one unique parame-

ter is only able to deal with scale invariant changes, i.e., the modelling of the common

changes of both components. Now, by providing deviations from norms and nothing

else, ratios o�er in a succinct form the information that �nancial analysts seek. Con-

versely, analysts would �nd it di�cult to use models where the relevant information

is scattered in several parameter values.

Thus, to conclude, the challenge facing research into �nancial ratio analysis is not

how to increase the complexity of models. Rather, it is how to take account of the lim-

itations of the parsimonious ratio model without changing the speci�c characteristics

of the measurement.
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6 Notes

1. `Multiplicative', `proportionate', `exponential' and `lognormal' are terms var-

iously used in the literature on the growth of �rms to designate a family of

skewed distributions related to proportionate growth (the Gibrat Law).

2. The statement stresses that, notwithstanding the potential to mislead in well

known cases such as in the presence of seasonality or where both the numerator

and the denominator may take on negative values, ratios have no general source

of invalidity associated with their use.

3. When ratios are used to make predictions (Whittington 1980), a comparison also

takes place, the object of interest being an observed discrepancy as well. For

instance, when predicting Pro�ts using the Pro�t Margin ratio, the reference is

the margin taken as the norm and the discrepancy is the proportion of predicted

Pro�ts which is not explained by Sales.

4. That is, ratio analysis entails a measurement.

5. Only measurements are valid or invalid, the problem of the validity of ratios

being thus circumscribed to cases involving a comparison. Indeed, any �nancial

indicator whose full interpretation would not require a comparison, thus being

a fundamental magnitude in its own right, would be neither valid nor invalid.

6. Scaling factors are multipliers by de�nition and will not easily yield to the role

of expected values which, also by de�nition, are additions. The expected ratio of

two Normal variables, for instance, depends on the magnitudes of components.

The expected ratio of two lognormal variables depends on the variance and co-

variance of components. The case, documented in Lev & Sunder (1979) and

other authors, of an error term whose variance is proportional to the square of

the numerator of the ratio, would lead to homeoskedastic, constant ratios but

this transformation bears no resemblance to the way accounting numbers are

generated.

7. This term, borrowed from texts on linear regression, is often found in texts on

the vlidity of ratios.

8. Lev & Sunder (1978, p. 190) implicitly refer to this formulation when they

notice that ratios assess both the marginal and the average e�ect of a change

in Y on X.
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9. Williamson (1984), for instance, identi�ed 11 ratios used by Fortune 500 com-

panies as part of their annual reports. Sales appears in 4 of these ratios, Total

Assets in 3, Net Income and Operating Income in 2. Amongst this set of 11

ratios, only 2 do not share components with other ratios.

10. Using the expansion

df(y; x) =

@f

@x

dx+

@f

@y

dy;

changes d (y=x) experienced by the ratio y=x may be expressed as

d

y

x

=

y

x

 

dy

y

�

dx

x

!

and the existence of actual discrepancies in relation to the scaling factor implies,

in the general case, that

dy

y

6=

dx

x

:

This, together with the postulate that valid ratios are size-independent, leads to

the conclusion that d (y=x) is size-independent with generality where both dy=y

and dx=x are size-independent. The case where dy=y�dx=x is size-independent

but individual dy=y and dx=x are size-related, although worth examining, lacks

generality.

11. The role of � in cross section and in time series is thus made similar. In both

cases � allows for comparisons between cases where the time elapsed or the

dispersion are not the same.

12. Smoothness of dY or dX is what allows extrapolation amongst contiguous val-

ues of Y or X. Extrapolation, in turn, is required to make dY and dX as

small as desired. Such requirement, called in�nitesimal convergence is the basic

postulate of Calculus.

13. The increase in generality brought about by (8) in relation to (1) mirrors that

obtained by the use of the geometric mean as a summary measure in order to

overcome adverse distribution conditions.

14. Stochastic Calculus is an analytical technique applicable to continuous time

Markov processes (di�usions). In spite of being non-differentiable, these pro-

cesses nevertheless allow, in most of the cases with practical interest, the ma-

nipulation of the stochastic equivalent to di�erential equations.
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15. Random terms dz

y

; dz

x

are limits of increments of Wiener processes Z

y

;Z

x

as

the time interval approaches d� . For practical purposes dz

y

= Z

y

p

d� and

dz

x

= Z

x

p

d� where Z

y

and Z

x

are time-independent standard Normal ran-

dom variables. Wiener processes are zero mean, time-independent Normally

distributed continuous Markov processes.

16. The Itô lemma is the tool of Stochastic Calculus. Given a stochastic function

F (x; t), the total derivative may be calculated using

dF =

@F

@t

dt+

@F

@x

dx+

1

2

@

2

F

@x

2

(dx)

2

:

Readers may �nd a useful introductions in the context of Financial Economics

in Campbell, Lo and MacKinley (1997, pp. 339{349).

17. Another example where the distinction between processes in table 1 is relevant is

the pricing of options when the variance of the underlying security is estimated

using sampled returns whereas pricing models are developed on the basis of

continuously compounded returns. Where sampled returns dP=P equate �d� +

�dz, this is equivalent to d log P = (��1=2�

2

)d�+�dz, where the corresponding

continuously compounded returns d log P are explained in terms of parameters

�; � used in the previous process, which were estimated from the data (see, e.g.,

Campbell, Lo & MacKinley, 1997, p. 962).

18. Eisenbeis (1977) mistakenly stated that `log-transformed variables give less

weight to equal percentage changes in a variable where the values are large than

when they are smaller [...thus] the implication [of using a logarithmic transfor-

mation] would be that one does not believe that there is as much di�erence

between a $1 billion and a $2 billion size �rms as there is between a $1 million

and a $2 million size �rms. The percentage di�erence in the log will be greater

in the latter than in the former case' (p. 877). Eisenbeis' pitfall is that the

calculation of proportions of the log-transformed measurement is equivalent to

calculating proportions twice. This inappropriate warning against logarithms

gave support at the time to the use of ad hoc techniques such as those pro-

posed by Frecka & Hopwood (1983), and may have dissuaded researchers from

attempting to �t adequate models to the distribution of ratios.

19. When logarithmic co-variances are used (Tippett, 1990; Cooke & Tippett 2000)

it is pre-supposed that the relationship between two accounting variables cannot
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be linear except in singular cases. Although some relationship between account-

ing variables may indeed be non-linear, the assumption that all relationships

must be non-linear would be unnecessarily restrictive.

20. It may be mentioned, amongst many other examples, that So (1987) did not

�nd positive skewness in the ratios Total Debt to Total Assets (TD=TA), Net

Worth to Total Assets (NW=TA) and Current Assets to Total Assets (CA=TA),

the latter even being negatively skewed. Watson (1990) also noticed that ratios

TD=TA and NW=TA were symetrical. See e.g., Trigueiros (1995) for a review.
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